October 2016

Editor's Desk (Shona LaFortune – editor@nwphoto.org)
October is a glorious month for light, at our latitude. Long shadows for significant parts of the day,
brilliant fall colours, deep blue skies (or, if it rains, reflections on wet pavement), Halloween . . .
There are no articles in this issue about photographing fall colours, because if you ask Google (it’s
their 18th anniversary, by the way, so there are people finishing high school who never knew life
before Google. I feel old), you will probably find a lot of articles. I mean a LOT. But I will offer a few
words anyway. . . Backlight, which needs no
explanation (or you can Google that too). Polarize.
Eliminate those hot spots and bring out all the
richness (especially if it’s wet). Go. If you have
time, Hope to Manning Park has wonderful reds,
the Merritt area is renowned for aspens (and this
year there has been a little more rain, so there are
some nice ponds for reflections) and closer to
home, any of the public gardens shouldn’t be
overlooked. For that matter, a walk in your own
neighbourhood will probably show some surprises.
CGI image (c) Shona L.
And this gal above? Just a reminder to check out your neighbourhood for spooky fun photography!

Upcoming Meetings
October 25 will offer some insights into the photo manipulation software and techniques that some of
our members prefer. Always interesting to see the possibilities and, of course, having been
introduced to the 3rd Annual Editing Challenge at the October 4 meeting, we could be looking for
inspiration, right?
On November 1, we are holding a workshop dedicated to learning more about critiquing and
commenting. Watch the website for more details.

Upcoming Outings (outings@nwphoto.org)
Our October 8 outing to take in the Cranberry Festival and other sites at Fort Langley is coming up
fast (or may be over by the time you read this). Details on the website:
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http://nwphoto.org/outings.php and of course, check after the outing to see the posted photos in the
“Past Outings” section.
Coming up, mark your calendars for November 12 for a walking tour of historic Gastown. We haven’t
done this one in a while, and it’s great in any weather. In fact, there are lovely images to be had
when it’s raining. On December 4 we will be looking for some amazing Christmas lights at the
Enchant Christmas Enchant--Christmas Light Maze & Market. More details in future issues and of
course, as always, on the website. For now, just reserve those dates.

Themes (themes@nwphoto.org)
Closing on October 16 (that’s really soon!) – “Out of Place”. (You can comment any time, and vote
from October 17th to the late evening of the 23rd.)
Just opened on October 1, and closing on November 20, “A Slice of Life“, described as “ . . . a
representation of an everyday experience, such as a kids waiting for a bus stop, someone shopping
for groceries, or people chatting in a restaurant.” I imagine the street photographers in our club will
have fun with this one. The challenge, should you decide to accept it, will be to create images that
rise above “snapshot”. Enjoy!
For all themes, be sure to read the statement before submitting your entries.
(Don’t just go by the theme title.)

The 3rd Annual Photo Editing Challenge
(program@nwphoto.org)
The Editing Challenge was such fun last year that we’ve decided to do it again. For those who
weren’t with us last year, the Challenge is to take one or two of eight pre-selected, not-so-wonderful
shots, and use your editing skills to turn them into something better, or different altogether, and then
share your techniques with the rest of the group. So, warm up your favourite editing tools and your
imagination.
This link, http://www.nwphoto.org/special_EditChallenge2016.php, will take you to a private page with
8 images for you to choose from. (You need to log in to download). The images are available in 3
formats.
There are no limits on what sort of editing you can do. Consider everything from basic edits to make
the image better, (e.g. straightening horizons, correcting brightness and clarity, correcting white
balance, etc.) to full on artistic creations. However, there is one RULE to the challenge. At the
meeting when we share the images, you must be able to tell us what you did to create your final
image. So, please, make notes, and be prepared to share your knowledge.
The results, of this challenge, will be shown at the meeting on Tuesday, November 22. At that
meeting we will view the creations, and each artist will tell us how they changed the image, and why.
This is great opportunity for us to learn more editing techniques from each other.
You are invited to submit your 2 favourite images before 11:00 PM on Saturday, November 19th.
This is a hard deadline, people.
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Sharing the Inspiration: On the day after the meeting, an "Outing" gallery called Editing Challenge
2016 will open for submissions. You are strongly encouraged to upload your creations to that gallery
and use the artist comments to describe what you did to the image. This will let those of us who
were excited by your work look back to see what tools and techniques you used to create your image.
Check your inbox for a detailed email from Nancy with more detailed information about the Challenge.

September Outing Report

(Ed.)
Using “west coast optimism” I commented to my friend, while we headed along the highway towards
West Vancouver, “I think it’s brightening up”. Of course it immediately started to rain, as it had the
night before and most of the day. However, I came a long way to take in this outing, and rainy forests
and shore views can be gorgeous. Also, we know that coastal weather differs in as few as 10 km,
never mind the 50 to the outing location.
I arrived a little late, and another member arrived a little later. Although we met up, we never did run
into the on-time group until the end, so I can’t report on their success. You’ll have to check out the
website to see their results.
But I can say for sure that the clouds cleared rapidly, leaving us with misty sunlit forests and gorgeous
little spots of colour. The light on the rocks was as beautiful as hoped, and if you pointed your
camera as the sky, you got lots of blue.
This has happened on club outings before, so I really do recommend that if you are sitting on the
fence about whether to attend or not on a rainy day, just grab some rain gear, a towel for the camera
and an umbrella, and go out anyway. Even if it rains, there are lots of images to be had.

From the outing to Lighthouse Park, I found it interesting that two people who weren’t even
photographing together, noticed the same scene, but recorded it in different ways. On the left, “The
sunny spot”, by Milada, and on the right, “Fairyland”, photographed and manipulated by me
(Shona).
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Theme results
Here are the top 10 from the recently closed “Clouds” theme. The images can, of course, be viewed
on the website, along with all the comments.
Title
Into the storm
Ominous
Looming over Skytrain
Enjoying the Sunset Clouds
Cloud Maelstrom in Vancouver
Harbour
Localized storm
Polignana a Mare Mattina
Mountain Mirrored
Cloud Breathing Dragon
Rolling over Venice

Artist

Ranking
(60 pts)
2nd (41 pts)
3rd (29 pts)
4th (27 pts)
5th

Bruce F.
Shona L.
Nancy M.
Christina O.
Tim S.

1st

Shona L.
Glenn M.
Brenda F.
Michael D.
Nancy M.

6th
7th
8th, 9th, 10th (tie)
8th, 9th, 10th (tie)
8th, 9th, 10th (tie)

I encourage you to have a good look at all the entries, as some of the ones that didn’t quite make the
top 10 are very good.

Volunteerism
Two of our members, Milada Dzevitskaya and Mike Zizek, volunteered as photographers for the
recent 55+ BC Games (http://www.55plusgames.ca/) . You can see their albums via the links on the
site or here: https://www.flickr.com/photos/bcsg/albums in the albums for cycling, pickleball, soccer,
opening and closing ceremonies. Mike’s pictures are watermarked “mzphoto” and Milada’s “MTD
2014” (Nikon) and not watermarked (Panasonic) but are panoramic photos. Way to go, you two!

Looking Back

(Ed.)
I found a copy of the November/December Shutter Release from
2001 in my desk drawer. Apparently I was a new member that
year. There was an article suggesting that you make an annual
job of changing your photo equipment batteries, just like you do
your smoke alarm batteries. Annual!! I wish! We had an
executive position called “Sunshine Person”, and someone else
who phoned all the members to remind them of the meetings and
due dates. Our Christmas dinner was held at Gordon
Presbyterian Church on Edmonds, and there was an article on
scanning slides for prints from a lab which made a 6.5 megabyte
scan from a slide onto a writeable CD. I was $5 for the CD,
$1/slide to scan and 55 cents to make each 4x6 print. This was 15
years ago. Peter Ellis was VP then.
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Competition Results
We held our first in-house digital competition on October 4. Members were encouraged to score
along with the judges, after a brief introduction to some of the considerations (technical, composition,
impact). Thanks to everyone who participated, and congratulations to our winners! Here are the top
10 results (and a few photos):
Title
A Day on the Dunes
Moon over Altare della Patrica
Foraging
Study in White
Tuscan Folds
Express Stop
Speeding on the Bridge
Colour Splash
The Fly
Tulip Petals

Artist
Warren B.
Glenn M.
Bill B.
Bill B.
Glenn M.
Warren B.
Chris O.
Shona L.
Milada D.
Tim S.

Score
25 pts
24.5
23
22.5
22
22
21
20
20
20

A Day on the Dunes © Warren B.

Foraging © Bill B.

Tulip Petals © Tim S.

Speeding on the Bridge © Chris O.
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Ranking
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th (tie)
5th (tie)
6th
7th (tie)
7th (tie)
7th (tie)

Out, damned spot(s)!

(Shona L)
Ok, I’ll admit, I’m super-lazy when it comes to
camera maintenance. I used various superzooms for years (fixed lenses), and when they
finally died (my film cameras NEVER “died”
and much as I love the convenience of digital,
I’m pretty sure that replacing cameras easily
exceeds film and processing costs several
times over . . . but I digress), I went back to
using my DSLR. Did I mention super-lazy?
Carefully cleaning lenses, putting the lens caps
back on . . . I just want to grab that photo and,
before the light shifts, change lenses . . . then
move on. I’ll deal with this later. And I
don’t . . . deal with it later I mean. To make
things worse, I live in a dry, near-desert, dusty
area. And I have cats. You’d think I’d know
better. Apparently age= wisdom is another of
those . . . well, never mind.
When I finally get sick of cleaning spots off my
photos, maintenance moves up on the list.
Lenses – easy – nothing has changed there,
really. Gentle cleaning, awesome micro-fiber cloths . . . but eventually I get tired of cleaning off those
OTHER spots – the ones on the sensor. Not such a problem with wide-open aperture shots or
against dark backgrounds, but full depth of field landscape skies? Ugh. Enter a new skill – sensor
cleaning. Not being blessed with a camera repair shop nearby (not to mention I don’t want to be
without my camera for long), I researched online. As with any other “DIY” (do it yourself) project,
YouTube videos and assorted articles that make it look easy (ha!) are no substitute for the real thing.
As well, they contain a lot of contradictory advice.
First, you hit up your local photo store, or on-line source, for some cleaning supplies. These fall into
two main categories: expensive and really expensive.
The standard advice is to find a clean place to work. We do have a cat-free zone with a nice desk.
All good. Some people were talking about using their bathroom and stuffing rags under the doors. I
consider that major overkill.
The next major step is to lock up your mirror so you can access the sensor. You need freshly
charged batteries for this step or you risk the mirror slamming down when you have some tool in
there. Somewhere in your camera menu (check the manual if you can’t find it) will be an option that
does that.. . . locks up your mirror that is. Still following? And while you’re at it, some cameras also
have a little feature to shake the dust off the sensor. Cool. Mine doesn’t. My particular camera is
less than stellar at measuring battery power too, so a couple of seconds after I lock up the mirror, it
starts frantically beeping and flashing its “low battery” light. So as I said, freshly charged batteries.
Use the vibration thing if you have it, but read on if you find that spots are still there. And while we’re
at it, of course you can’t see a thing on that tiny sensor, unless you’re like, 18 years old. I used a
magnifier and I still couldn’t see anything. So photograph something bright – a white, lit piece of
paper, or a bright part of the sky - at your lens’s smallest aperture. Have a look at the results. You
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will need to magnify this image, either in camera (tedious covering the whole frame) or on a
computer. Have one handy as this will be your starting/comparison image.
Most, but not all the advice I perused suggests blowing the dust off gently with one of those bulb-type
blowers. I didn’t see the point of launching more dust into the air, which would probably immediately
find its way back onto the sensor, so I skipped that. (Some other sources agreed, so it’s not just me).
One cool device is a little brush that is static charged. You charge it by blowing compressed air at it
(we all have a can of that, right? NOT recommended EVER for the inside of your camera). There are
various brands available. You charge this little brush and put it close to the sensor where,
theoretically, all those little dust bits will immediately leap onto the brush. You clean the brush with
more compressed air.
Still have spots? Apparently dust bits are also sticky.
So next up, there are little cloth-covered sponges on sticks available, at exorbitant cost - but I’m sure
they must be manufactured under stringent conditions from exceedingly lint-free fabric. Trying to
avoid contact with any airborne dust particles (joking!), you take the small tube of very expensive
alcohol that comes with these things (think expensive perfume or printer ink cubed $) and gently put a
drop or two on the little sponge. Now the trick is to NOT have it WET, just damp. But it dries REALLY
FAST so it doesn’t stay damp for long. Good luck with that. Then you ever so gently wipe the sponge
on a stick across your sensor from side to side, and again with the other side of the sponge on a
stick. (In my case, as soon as I started this I got the BEEP BEEP BEEP battery warning, but if you are
blessed, your mileage may differ). Oh yeah, then you throw that sponge on a stick away and, if you
still have spots, test again and repeat with a new one.
When I reached the stage where my test photo showed just a few little dots, I called it done. I can
use Photoshop on a few dots.
And update: a week or so later, they’re baaaaack! (Insert grumpy face here.) Comments are
welcome – write editor@nwphoto.org.

Events and Photo Ops
October 22: The 39th annual APAC (Abbotsford Photo Arts Club) Seminar, with Darwin Wiggett and
Samantha Chrysanthou presenting “The Visionary Photographer”, “a full-day seminar on
photographic creativity and artistic discovery”. At the Michael J. Fox Theatre, $105 in advance or
$120 at the door. http://www.apac.bc.ca/Seminar%202016/Index.html
November 12: The Pacific Digital Photography Club presents their annual Photomotion (a juried
selection of slide shows set to music) at the Inlet Theatre, 100 Newport Drive, Port Moody. Matinee
at 2:00 and an evening show at 7:00. Tickets $15 from www.pdpc.ca or Elfi 604-929-7860.
November 12: Club outing to Gastown. Details TBA.
December 3-4, CAPA (Canadian Association for Photographic Art) is offering their newly extended
two-day judging course. The Richmond Photo Club is hosting this and it will be held at Langara
College. The course is designed for people wishing to become judges and will help you become a
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CAPA certified judge. Not a bad opportunity to improve your photography as well. Costs are $185 for
Individual CAPA members, $195 for members of CAPA clubs (like ours). Tax is added to all prices,
and non-club, non-CAPA members pay $225.
Register online: http://www.karelo.com/register.php?BID=292&BT=10&PrivEv=16647
Questions?: education@capacanada.ca.
December 4: Club outing all about Christmas lights.
February 4: Direct from the Burnaby club: This year the Burnaby Photographic Society
celebrates 21 years of presenting to the public our high-quality slide shows put to music. Our 21st
Annual Showcase will take you around the world with an evening of slide shows set to music and a
dramatic print display. Showcase will sweep you off to exotic places and cultures, and bring you up
close to wildlife, fine art, and visual surprises. Tickets come with a chance to win valuable door prizes.
Also, the free print display in the Shadbolt Centre's lobby runs all week from Sunday 29 January
through Saturday 4 February 2017.
Slide shows set to music: Saturday, 4 February 2017, 7:00
PM, at James Cowan Theatre in the Shadbolt Centre for the Arts, 6450 Deer Lake Avenue, Burnaby.
For tickets ($18), contact Brian Maskell at burnabyshowcase@gmail.com, phone 604-318-9369, or
visit http://www.burnabyphotographicsociety.com/.

Photo “judging” by points

(Shona L.)
Last season, the competition selection committee experimented with scoring based on impact,
technical and composition (3 pts each), and some executive members have had discussions about
using this method on, for example, our theme evaluations also. Without going into details of, not to
mention rants about, the pros
and cons of any given
evaluation method, I will just
say that many people find it
useful to define the areas they
should consider. The problem,
of course, is how to weigh the
value of each aspect against
the overall intent of the
photograph.
Recently, at the North
Thompson Fall Fair in Barriere,
I came across this notice
posted near their photography
categories in the Exhibition
Hall. It is interesting that they,
appropriate for a “theme”,
allocated only 15 of the
possible 100 points to “content
appropriate to class entered”. Composition was allocated 30 points, as was “depth created through
use of perspective and proportion”! (I would sort of think of that as part of composition?) The
remaining 25 points went to “shadow and light used appropriately”. Um, huh? How do you
“inappropriately” use light?
Nothing there about focus or exposure, nor about the subject interest, story or “impact”. Maybe that’s
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why I thought an awful lot of the winning images really weren’t as good as some of the ones without
ribbons. And I guess the judging process was lengthy . . . and not for the arithmetic challenged
(unless someone else did the addition, but even then, with 30 points to work with . . . )
Be sure to attend the November 1 meeting’s workshop for more discussion, insight and practice in the
art of critique and commenting. (Serious about learning more about judging? – think about attending
the CAPA Learn to Judge two-day workshop in early December. See “Events and Photo Ops” in this
issue.)

Social Media Links

And of course:

www.nwphoto.org

should need no explanation. The source for all our upcoming
(and past) activities, newsletters, galleries and much more.
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